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figures and their histories, local destinations and
the events that made them what they are, the
origins of ostensible hauntings and unbelievable
myths, and fast facts on some of today's most
popular technologies."--Amazon.com
Understanding the Book of Hebrews Jul 11
2021 In this work, Kenneth Schenck re-presents
the complex argument of Hebrews in terms of
the salvation story it tells. Written at a level for
college and seminary students, Understanding
the Book of Hebrews shows how this early
Christian sermon utilized the events, settings,
and characters of the salvation story line to
remind the Christian audience that Christ has
provided a definitive sacrifice for sins and that
reliance on any other means of atonement is
apostasy.
Story behind the Protest Song: A Reference
Guide to the 50 Songs That Changed the
20th Century Oct 14 2021 Protest songs are
united by the fact they all have something to say,
something to dispute, or something to rile
against, whether it be political, social, or
personal. Story Behind the Protest Song features
50 of the most influential musical protests and
statements recorded to date, providing popculture viewpoints on some of the most
tumultuous times in modern history. Among the

R.E.M. Inside Out Aug 20 2019 Rosen offers a
track-by-track analysis of the stories behind the
songs of one of the most popular and influential
bands of the past decade, from world-wide hits
like Losing My Religion to their most obscure
early B-sides.
Bob Dylan All the Songs Jan 05 2021 An
updated edition of the most comprehensive
account of Bob Dylan's Nobel Prize-winning
work yet published, with the full story of every
recording session, every album, and every single
released during his nearly 60-year career. Bob
Dylan: All the Songs focuses on Dylan's creative
process and his organic, unencumbered style of
recording. It is the only book to tell the stories,
many unfamiliar even to his most fervent fans,
behind the more than 500 songs he has released
over the span of his career. Organized
chronologically by album, Margotin and Guesdon
detail the origins of his melodies and lyrics, his
process in the recording studio, the instruments
he used, and the contribution of a myriad of
musicians and producers to his canon.
The Book of the Truth Behind the Story Feb
06 2021 "Filled with practical and particular
information on questionable rumors, mysterious
happenings, and events. Including political
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featured: songs about the Vietnam War, the civil
rights movement, the most recent upheaval over
policy in the Middle East, as well as teenage
rebellion, animal rights, criticisms of mass
media, and even protest songs that lambaste
other protest songs. This indispensable guide
tackles it all: the behind-the-scenes stories of the
most influential protest songs in American
popular culture, examining the subjects they
address, the legacy they left, and the fabric of
the songs themselves. Chronically arranged
entries cover nearly 70 years of music and offer
an expansive range of genres, including rock,
punk, pop, soul, hip-hop, country, folk, indie,
heavy metal, and more. Each entry discusses the
songwriter(s); the inspiration behind the song;
and the social, cultural, and political context in
which the song was released. Following a
detailed musical and lyrical analysis, the entries
explain the songs' impact and relevance today.
Among the featured: • The Unknown Soldier
(The Doors) • Masters of War (Bob Dylan) • Say
It Loud-I'm Black and I'm Proud (James Brown) •
Get Up, Stand Up (The Wailers) • Big Yellow
Taxi (Joni Mitchell) • Their Law (Prodigy) •
American Idiot (Green Day) • Sweet Home
Alabama (Lynrd Skynrd) • Born in the USA
(Bruce Springsteen) • Southern Man (Neil
Young) Entries are accompanied by further
readings and a select discographies as well as a
comprehensive resource guide at the end of the
book. A must-read for students of music, history,
and politics, this volume offers a unique
reflection on the most significant and moving
protest songs in American history.
Bruce Springsteen: All the Songs Dec 04
2020 The complete, definitive study of Bruce
Springsteen's music. This is the full story of
every single song that Bruce Springsteen has
recorded and released during his long and
remarkable career. With fascinating stories and
detailed information on every track, All the
Songs is the complete history of one of the
greatest musical legacies of all time. Arranged
chronologically by album, expert authors
Guesdon and Margotin explore the details
behind early hits such as Blinded by the Light
and Spirit in the Night, to masterpieces such as
Born to Run, Hungry Heart, Dancing in the
Dark, Born in the U.S.A., The Rising, Tucson
Train and more - including outtakes, duets and
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rare tracks. A must for every Springsteen fan,
this is the single greatest record of his music
ever produced.
Murder at Masada: The fascinating story
behind the fortress Nov 15 2021 Not far from
the Dead Sea, in the bleak Judean desert, rises a
barren outcrop of rock with steep cliffs on all
sides. At the top are the ruins of palaces,
temples, houses and city walls. The secret of the
lonely outpost lay hidden for nearly 2,000 years
until a freak discovery led a couple of explorers
to realise this must be the fabled fortress of
Masada. What is the story of Masada? Who built
it, and why is it so famous? To answer these
questions we need to go into the gruesome
history of the Herods in Palestine - a messy story
of romance, murder and madness. This
fascinating history centres around the time of
Christ and paints a picture of the political
situation at the time He lived in Palestine.
History need never be boring and this story,
complete with timelines, photographs and pages
of extra information help to make the Masada
narrative simple enough for all to understand.
The Story Behind the Story Mar 27 2020 A
collection of short stories by twenty-five notable
authors is accompanied by each writer's essay
on the challenges of the story and the process of
writing, with contributions by Charles Baxter,
Margot Livesey, Jim Shepard, Robert Boswell,
David Shields, Antonya Nelson, and others.
Original. 13,000 first printing.
Bob Dylan May 29 2020 The story behind all of
Dylan's greatest songs from 1962 - 1968.
Giants on My Shoulders, the Untold Story
Behind the Greatest Upset in Boxing History Sep
13 2021 An extraordinary account of the life of
unknown club boxer, Frank Steele, who sparred
with legendary boxing greats like Muhammad
Ali, George Foreman, Joe Frazier and Ernie
Shavers. Impoverished from birth and poorly
educated, Frank did the best he could to parlay
his boxing prowess and brute strength into fame
and fortune. Hired as Foreman's chief sparring
partner to help prepare the champ for the Ali
"Rumble in the Jungle" fight in Africa, he was
fired after doing his job too well -- beating up
Foreman and knocking his headgear into the
audience. When Ali heard about the incident, he
paid Frank $3,000 for the secret to defeating the
unbeaten and seemingly invincible champion.
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This is the untold story of what lead to the
greatest upset in boxing history.
All The Songs May 09 2021 **NOTE: EBOOK
DOES NOT INCLUDE ANY IMAGES** Every
album and every song ever released by the
Beatles?from "Please Please Me" (U.S. 1963) to
"The Long and Winding Road" (U.S. 1970)?is
dissected, discussed, and analyzed by two music
historians in this lively and fully illustrated work.
All the Songs delves deep into the history and
origins of the Beatles and their music. This firstof-its-kind book draws upon decades of research,
as music historians Margotin and Guesdon
recount the circumstances that led to the
composition of every song, the recording
process, and the instruments used. Here, we
learn that one of John Lennon's favorite guitars
was a 1958 Rickenbacker 325 Capri, which he
bought for £100 in 1960 in Hamburg, Germany.
We also learn that "Love Me Do," recorded in
Abbey Road Studios in September 1962, took 18
takes to get right, even though it was one of the
first songs John and Paul ever wrote together.
And the authors reveal that when the Beatles
performed "I Want to Hold Your Hand" on The
Ed Sullivan Show in 1964, John's microphone
wasn't turned on, so viewers heard only Paul
singing. All the Songs is the must-have Beatles
book for the any true Beatles fan.
There is Story Behind Every Story Sep 01 2020
It can be your survival guide. We are no one to
judge any person without knowing his/her story.
Kayenat an introverted girl who's living in her
own world. Ayan a guy who looks for depthness
in everything. Their story will inspire you to live
and enjoy life. Don't forget there is story behind
every person, we can learn from every story.
This book will force you to look beyond every
thing and to sort out every problem. It will tell
you how to be strong in tough situations and
how life itself is a blessing.
Making the Cisco Connection Aug 12 2021
Explores the rise of Internet powerhouse Cisco
Systems, discussing the company's management
structure, employee recruitment and retention,
and commitment to development of new
technologies
The Story Behind the Accelerating Life Apr 20
2022
Elvis '68 Comeback Nov 22 2019 "An in-depth
behind the scenes look at the making of the '68
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NBC Television Special that put Elvis back on
the map, written by director/ producer Steve
Binder. Filled with never before told stories and
classic images, the book offers fresh perspective
on who Elvis was as a man and a musician.
Binder recounts his tug of war with Elvis's
controlling manager Colonel Parker, shares his
personal battle with censors, and poignantly
writes a buddy story where he ultimately gains
Elvis's trust."--Amazon.com
The Real Story Behind the Age of
Exploration Mar 19 2022 Did people in the
Middle Ages really believe the Earth was flat?
Was Columbus the first European to reach the
New World? Were European explorers really
treated like gods by the indigenous peoples they
encountered? You probably think you know the
answers to these questions, but sometimes
textbooks don't tell the whole truth. This book
takes a deep dive into the Age of Exploration,
separating myth from reality. Grade-appropriate
text is supported by full-color photographs, while
fact boxes, sidebars, and timelines provide
additional information and historical context.
Pink Floyd All the Songs Mar 07 2021 The
newest addition to the best-selling All the Songs
series details the unique recording history of
Pink Floyd, one of the world's most commercially
successful and influential rock bands. Since
1965, Pink Floyd been recording sonically
experimental and philosophical music, selling
more than 250 million records worldwide,
including two of the best-selling albums of all
time Dark Side of the Moon and The Wall. While
much is known about this iconic group, few
books provide a comprehensive history of their
time in the studio. In Pink Floyd All the Songs,
authors Margotin and Guesdon describe the
origin of their nearly 200 released songs, details
from the recording studio, what instruments
were used, and behind-the-scenes stories of the
tensions that helped drive the band. Organized
chronologically by album, this massive, 544-page
hardcover begins with their 1967 debut album
The Piper at the Gates of Dawn, the only one
recorded under founding member Syd Barrett's
leadership; through the loss of Barrett and the
addition of David Gilmour; to Richard Wright
leaving the band in 1979 but returning; to Roger
Waters leaving in 1985 and the albums recorded
since his departure, including their 2014
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farewell album, The Endless River, which was
downloaded 12 million times on Spotify the week
it was released. Packed with more than 500
photos, All the Songs is also filled with stories
fans treasure, such as Waters working with
engineer Alan Parsons to employ revolutionary
recording techniques for The Dark Side of the
Moon at Abbey Road Studios in 1972 or
producer Bob's Ezrin's contribution in refining
Water's original sprawling vision for The Wall.
Pac-Man Fever Nov 03 2020 If you're a child of
the early 1980s it is likely that you were
consumed by the ubiquitous Pac-Man video
games that seemed to be everywhere at the
time. The game not only spawned a worldwide
craze but a million-selling gold record for the
Buckner & Garcia duocalled "Pac-Man Fever".In
so many ways, "Pac-Man Fever" became the
soundtrack for an era and the unofficial theme
song of one of the most popular video games in
history. This book captures the story of that song
and history that led it to be the unlikely smash
hitof 1982.This eBook is specifically designed for
fans of the song, the Pac-Man game, and the
1980s. The stories in the book were derived
primarily from interviews and conversations
with Jerry Buckner. Not only will you read about
the history of the music but we've included
exclusive and extended Pac-Man Fever
downloadable tracks of the song (including a
karaoke version) as well as sheet music. Also
included are never before seen behind the
scenes photos and links to videos and other
exclusive multimedia content. Get the story
behind the unlikely '80's hit that defined a
worldwide craze in an exclusive digital music ebook commemorating the 40-anniversary of the
Pac Man video game.This is a digital music
ebook which means you get...* DOWNLOADS!
Exclusive Pac-Man Fever music from the original
album including Pac-Man Fever, Froggy's
Lament, Ode to a Centipede, Do the Donkey
Kong, Hyperspace, The Defender, Mousetrap,
Goin' Berzerk, Country version of Pac-Man
Fever... it's never sounded so good!* KARAOKE!
You also get the karaoke version plus lyrics so
you're ready to perform!* SHEET MUSIC! Get
your band together to play Pac-Man Fever!*
BEHIND THE SCENES! Get exclusive video
content behind the scenes and how the song
became the anthem for one of the most popular
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video games in history * SUPER-FAN! Get the
inside story of how Pac-Man Fever became a
worldwide hit a 80's pop-culture fixture If you
want to enjoy and re-live music from the 1980's,
have fun singing Pac-Man Fever karaoke, and/or
play Pac-Man Fever with your band...
Michael Jackson: All the Songs Sep 25 2022
Please note: this edition is text only and does not
contain images. This is the full story of every
single song that Michael Jackson recorded and
released during his long and remarkable solo
career. With fascinating stories and detailed
information on every track - as well as key early
songs with The Jackson Five and his legendary
dance moves and videos - All the Songs is the
complete history of one of the greatest musical
legacies of all time. Arranged chronologically by
album, expert authors Lecocq and Allard explore
the details behind early hits such as ABC and I
Want You Back, to solo masterpieces such as
Don't Stop 'Til You Get Enough, Billie Jean, Beat
It, Smooth Criminal, Black or White, This Is It
and more - including outtakes, duets and rare
tracks. Explore the magic behind the King of
Pop's music with this in-depth, captivating book.
Queen All the Songs Jun 10 2021 The newest
addition to the bestselling All the Songs series,
Queen: All the Songs details the unique
recording history of the mega-bestselling and
hugely influential rock band. Filled with
fascinating photographs (some rarely seen), and
juicy behind-the-scenes details, Queen: All the
Songs tells the story of the band, album-byalbum and track-by-track. A lovingly thorough
dissection of every album and every song ever
released by the beloved rock group, Queen: All
the Songs follows Freddie, Brian, Roger, and
John from their self-titled debut in 1973 through
the untimely passing of Freddie, all the way up
to their latest releases and the Oscar winning
film, Bohemian Rhapsody. The writing and
recording process of each and every track is
dissected, discussed, and analyzed by author
Benoît Clerc, and page after page features
fascinating and sometimes rarely seen images of
the band. Queen: All the Songs delves deep into
the history and origins of the band and their
music. This one-of-a-kind book draws upon
decades of research and recounts the
circumstances that led to the composition of
every song, as well as the recording process, and
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the instruments used. Featuring hundreds of
photographs, including rare black-and-white
publicity stills, images of instruments used by
the band, and engaging shots of the musicians
in-studio, Queen: All the Songs is the must-have
book for any true fan of classic rock.
The Housewives Jun 17 2019 INSTANT NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER From Brian Moylan,
the writer of Vulture’s legendary Real
Housewives recaps, a table-flipping, fingerpointing, halter-topping VIP journey through
reality TV’s greatest saga... In the spring of
2006, a new kind of show premiered on Bravo:
The Real Housewives of Orange County. Its stars
were tanned, taut, and bedazzled; their homes
were echoey California villas; and their drama
was gossip-fueled, wine-drenched, and
absolutely exquisite. Fifteen seasons on, RHOC
is an institution, along with The Real
Housewives of New York, Atlanta, New Jersey,
Miami, Potomac, and more. Over the years these
ladies have done a lot more than lunch,
launching thirty-one books, a cocktail line, two
jail sentences, a couple supermodel daughters,
Andy Cohen’s talk show career, thirty-six
divorces, fourteen albums, a White House party
crash, and approximately one million memes.
Brian Moylan has been there through it all, in
front of the screen and behind the scenes. The
writer of Vulture’s beloved series recaps, he’s
here to tell us the full story, from the inside
scoop on every classic throwdown to the
questions we’ve always wanted to know,
like—what are the housewives really like offcamera? (The same.) How much money do they
make? (Lots.) He has a lot to say about the
legacy and fandom of a franchise that’s near and
dear to his heart, and inextricable from pop
culture today. A must-have for any fan of real
drama and fake [redacted], The Housewives is
the definitive companion to an American TV
treasure.
Samurai and Ninja Jul 19 2019 The myths of
the noble Samurai and the sinister Ninja are
filled with romantic fantasy and fallacy. Samurai
and Ninja expert Antony Cummins shatters the
myths and exposes the true nature of these
genuine—and very lethal—medieval Japanese
warriors. The Samurai and Ninja were, in fact,
brutal killing machines trained in torture and
soaked in machismo. Many were skilled
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horsemen and sword-fighting specialists, while
others were masters of deception and sabotage.
Some fought for loyalty, others for personal
gain. What these warriors all shared in common
was their unflinching personal bravery, skill and
brutality. In Samurai and Ninja, Cummins
separates myth from reality and shows why the
Japanese were the most skilled warriors of all
time: He describes the Samurai and the Ninja as
they were in earlier times when battles raged
across Japan—not in later times when war
became obsolete and Japanese warriors became
philosophers, scholars and courtiers. He
describes the social context of the day and the
feudal world into which the warriors were
trained to fight and die for their lords. He
exposes the fundamentally brutal nature of
warfare in medieval Japan. This book is
illuminated by many rare Japanese manuscripts
and texts which are translated into English for
the very first time.
Once Upon Unmeasured Time Jul 31 2020
Once Upon Unmeasured Time revisits a time in
human history when no one had a clock, no one
had a calendar, and no one had a watch! The
storyline follows the first timekeepers on their
journey into measured time. The struggle to
solve the timekeeping riddle provides a
fascinating prequel to the opening words of the
Hebrew Bible. When seen through the eyes of a
child, Genesis 1 holds a key to some of
humanity’s deepest spiritual lessons. What can
be gained by considering the story behind the
story of creation? What may have led to the
writing of Genesis 1? Will the words “let there
be light” take on new meaning as children are
encouraged to color the story of creation? Why
did God ask humans to see the green plants as
food? Did the ancient biblical writers understand
a deep spiritual secret about purple light that
has been lost over time?
Queen All the Songs Aug 24 2022 Queen All the
Songs details the unique recording history of the
mega-bestselling and hugely influential rock
band, album by album and track by track. A
lovingly thorough dissection of every album and
every song ever released by the beloved rock
group, Queen All the Songs follows Freddie,
Brian, Roger, and John from their self-titled
debut in 1973 through the untimely passing of
Freddie, all the way up to their latest releases
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and the Oscar-winning film, Bohemian
Rhapsody. The writing and recording process of
each and every track is dissected, discussed, and
analyzed by author Benoît Clerc. Queen All the
Songs delves deep into the history and origins of
the band and their music. This one-of-a-kind
book draws upon decades of research and
recounts the circumstances that led to the
composition of every song, as well as the
recording process, and the instruments used.
Queen All the Songs is the must-have book for
any true fan of classic rock.
The Story Behind the Mortgage and
Housing Meltdown Dec 16 2021 Born in
Washington, DC, Ken Clark grew up the oldest of
6 children to Richard and Mary Clark. His
parents had several entrepreneurial ventures,
including real estate and restaurants, where Ken
and his siblings worked as children. After
graduating, Ken set off to California to open and
run a Nutrition shop. In 1979, he came back to
the East Coast to join his father in his first
mortgage company venture. After buying out his
father and adding a Virginia state chartered
bank to his lending portfolio, he grew Sentry
Mortgage Bankers while maintaining a small
broker shop called First Guaranty Mortgage.
After selling Sentry, the time was return to turn
First Guaranty into a national lender and in 1995
set up its headquarters in Tysons Corner, VA.
Now with licenses in 44 states and relationships
with Fannie Mae, Ginnie Mae, HUD and the
Veterans Administration, Ken is able to help
folks around the country stay in their homes and
improve their financial situations. He takes great
price in accomplishing this goal and looks
forward to the time when the American Dream
of home ownership is a reality again for every
person in this country. During this period of
uncertainty with mortgages and housing, Ken
along with a large group of employees that work
with him, spend numerous hours working daily
to create, change and come up with ideas that
help people that are caught in a mortgage and
housing debacle that certainly he after 30 years
in the business and most people living today
have never seen. He has vowed that regardless
of what the Government does for banks and the
enormous advantage they have with our money
as deposits, he will survive, move forward and
keep FHA, a company that was created to help
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the underserved and young military families
after World War I, and anybody that needed
somebody to show compassion and the
willingness to see the person as a whole. Kens
underwriting style which has proven to certainly
be with FHA one of the best in the country. He
does not look at the persons past credit only but
rather that along with his future belief in their
ability to make a payment, the one lender that
wants and believes that people are basically
good and that delinquencies are basically
extenuating circumstances.
The Story Behind the Dish May 21 2022
Profiling 48 classic American foods ranging from
junk and fast food to main dishes to desserts,
this book reveals what made these dishes iconic
in American pop culture. * 48 entries on the
development, popularization, and adaptation of
each dish * Numerous recipes * Historical
photographs of American foods * Recommended
reading lists for each chapter
Chicken Soup for the Soul: The Story
behind the Song Jul 23 2022 You will get an
inside look at the personal stories behind your
favorite songs as songwriters get up close and
personal with exclusive stories about how and
why they wrote them. Songs tell a story, and
now popular singers and songwriters are sharing
more of the story! These artists reveal the
inspiration, influence, and background, and
when and why they wrote their most famous
songs, in Chicken Soup for the Soul: The Story
Behind the Song. Includes great photos of the
songwriters. The print edition contains the lyrics
to all 101 songs, and the eBook includes lyrics to
85 of the songs.
The Story Behind the Song Jun 29 2020
Chronologically arranged entries covering
protest songs, musical genres, patriotic songs,
and controversial songs are accompanied by ten
chapter introductions discussing how songs from
each decade of the twentieth century reflected
the era's culture andvalues.
Love You Forever Apr 27 2020 As her son grows
up from little boy to adult man, a mother
secretly rocks him each night as he sleeps.
Bruce Springsteen: All the Songs Dec 24 2019
Please note: this edition is text only and does not
contain images. The most in-depth exploration of
Springsteen's songs ever written. Spanning
nearly 50 years of albums, EPs, B-sides, and
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more, this is the full story behind every single
song that The Boss has ever released. Moving
chronologically through Springsteen's long
career, expert authors Margotin and Guesdon
explore everything there is to know about every
single song. No stone is left unturned across 670
pages, from the inspiration behind the lyrics and
melody to the recording process and even the
musicians and producers who worked on each
track. Uncover the stories behind the music in
this truly definitive book - a must-have for every
Springsteen fan.
Bob Dylan All the Songs Feb 18 2022 An
updated edition of the most comprehensive
account of Bob Dylan's Nobel Prize-winning
work yet published, with the full story of every
recording session, every album, and every single
released during his nearly 60-year career. Bob
Dylan: All the Songs focuses on Dylan's creative
process and his organic, unencumbered style of
recording. It is the only book to tell the stories,
many unfamiliar even to his most fervent fans,
behind the more than 500 songs he has released
over the span of his career. Organized
chronologically by album, Margotin and Guesdon
detail the origins of his melodies and lyrics, his
process in the recording studio, the instruments
he used, and the contribution of a myriad of
musicians and producers to his canon.
Led Zeppelin All the Songs Oct 02 2020 Take
a deep dive into the innovative recording history
of Led Zeppelin, in this newest addition to the
fan-favorite All the Songs series. Fifty years after
their first practice in a Soho basement, Led
Zeppelin continues to fascinate new generations
of listeners. While their legendary back-stage
debauchery has been written about extensively
in other books, All the Songs is all about the
music, detailing the studio magic and inspiration
that made all nine albums go platinum, including
Led Zeppelin IV which was certified x23
platinum and has sold more than 37 million
copies worldwide. Studio stories will include
their productive time at Headley Grange in
Wales, a poorly-heated former poorhouse where
they recorded parts of Led Zeppelin III, Led
Zeppelin IV, Houses of the Holy and Physical
Graffiti. Andhow the first album was recorded in
three weeks but their second took six months,
done while the band was on a world tour. They
carried the masters of the recording session in a
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steamer trunk wherever they went. Out of these
chaotic sessions came the "Whole Lotta Love,"
which was finished in New York with Hendrix
engineer Eddie Kramer helping create the
psychedelic middle part, as well as "The Lemon
Song," which was cut live in the studio. Page
worked feverishly with Kramer to mix the LP on
a primitive 12-channel Altec board in a two-day
span. Fans will also learn the genesis of their
lyrics, the inspiration for their album covers, the
instruments used, and the contributions of
engineers such as Andy Johns, who helped
create the iconic drum sound on "When the
Levee Breaks" by recording Bonham at the
bottom of a stairwell.
The Crow: The Story Behind the Film Feb 24
2020 The Crow is the ultimate cult movie, with a
dedicated worldwide following, and two sequels,
plus a fourth currently in production. Now, ten
years after the original film’s release, the full
story of this seemingly cursed production can
finally be told... In The Crow’s last days of
filming, its star Brandon Lee (son of Bruce Lee)
was killed in a strange on-set accident, while
filming his character’s death scene. Bridget
Baiss describes the chain of events which led
from O’Barr’s creation of the graphic novel, up
to this fateful day, and beyond, to the film’s final,
triumphant release. The definitive account of
The Crow’s production and the phenomenon it
became, packed with scores of interviews with
the film’s cast and crew.
Maverick Men Sep 20 2019 In one of the most
anticipated erotica titles this year, the story of
Xtube.com's most popular porn couple is told by
the two guys who lived it. Sparing no detail, the
Maverick Men recount the steamy
circumstances of how they met, fell in love, and
transformed themselves from two regular guys
into Internet celebrities. Along with hot sex and
funny vignettes, we learn who these guys really
are, and what their secret to success has been.
MaverickMen.com "The hottest, most exciting
piece of erotica I've read in years. In the case of
the Maverick Men, truth is much better than
fiction." - Jonathan Crutchley, owner of
Manhunt.net
The Rolling Stones All the Songs Jan 25 2020
Comprehensive visual history of the "World's
Greatest Rock & Roll Band" as told through the
recording of their monumental catalog, including
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29 studio and 24 compilation albums, and more
than a hundred singles. Since 1963, The Rolling
Stones have been recording and touring, selling
more than 200 million records worldwide. While
much is known about this iconic group, few
books provide a comprehensive history of their
time in the studio. In The Rolling Stones All the
Songs, authors Margotin and Guesdon describe
the origin of their 340 released songs, details
from the recording studio, what instruments
were used, and behind-the-scenes stories of the
great artists who contributed to their tracks.
Organized chronologically by album, this
massive, 704-page hardcover begins with their
1963 eponymous debut album recorded over five
days at the Regent Studio in London; through
their collaboration with legendary producer
Jimmy Miller in the ground-breaking albums
from 1968 to 1973; to their later work with Don
Was, who has produced every album since
Voodoo Lounge. Packed with more than 500
photos, All the Songs is also filled with stories
fans treasure, such as how the mobile studio
they pioneered was featured in Deep Purple's
classic song "Smoke on the Water" or how Keith
Richards used a cassette recording of an
acoustic guitar to get the unique riff on "Street
Fighting Man."
The Story Behind Great Stories Oct 22 2019
The Story Behind Oct 26 2022 Surprising
history of ordinary things Learn the fascinating
history and trivia you never knew about things
we use daily from the host of The Story Behind
podcast. Everyday objects and major events in
history: Every single thing that surrounds us has
a story behind it. Many of us learn the history of
humans and the major inventions that shaped
our world. But what you may not have learned is
the history of objects we surround ourselves
with every day. You might not even know how
the major events in history (World Wars, ancient
civilizations, revolutions, etc.) influenced the
inventions of things we use today. The history
and science behind the ordinary: From the
creator of The Story Behind podcast comes this
revelatory new book. The Story Behind will give
insight into everyday objects we don’t think
much about when we use them. Topics covered
in the podcast will be examined in more detail
along with many new fascinating topics. Learn
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how lollipops got started in Ancient Egypt, how
podcasts were invented, and why Comic Sans
was created. Learn the torture device origins of
certain exercise equipment and the espionage
beginnings of certain musical instruments.
Ordinary things from science to art, food to
sports, customs to fashion, and more are
explored. Readers will: • Understand the
wonders behind everyday objects • Learn truly
obscure history and fun facts that will change
the way they see the world • Learn how major
historic events still affect us today through
seemingly mundane things • Become formidable
trivia masters
The Real Story Behind the Founding
Fathers Jan 17 2022 The Founding Fathers are
essential to the American narrative.
Unfortunately, popular histories have a tendency
to gloss over unpleasant truths and harmonize
the discordant voices of the past. This book looks
beyond powdered wigs and polished portraits to
find the human founders of the United States.
Multiple and minority perspectives are taken
into account, and well-worn stories of the
founding era are revisited, from the complex
issues of slavery and religion to the myth of
George Washington's wooden teeth. Thoughtful
text and fun sidebars illuminate primary sources
and invite readers to think critically about these
familiar figures in American history.
Journey Through the Past Apr 08 2021
Spanning 35 years and 40 albums, this book digs
into the music and lyrics of Neil Young, one of
rock's most restless spirits. 160 color photos.
The Story Behind The Bible Jun 22 2022 With
facts and information, insightful commentary,
and even a few flights of fantasy, The Story
Behind the Bible weaves a magnetic journey
through the most ancient texts of the Bible for
believers and non-believers alike. It’s a journey
that could draw you into a universe that is larger
and more incredible than you ever thought
possible. Rather than creating a typical Bible
study, J.K. Alexander shares his unique
perspectives on how and why events in the Bible
occurred from Genesis to Deuteronomy.
Whether you’re a longtime Christian or a
skeptic, you’re sure to glean thought-provoking
information from this intriguing read.
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